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Acronyms
CSOs:

Civil Society Organisations

HRF:

Human Rights Forum

SAMWU:

South African Municipal Workers Union

HURISA:

Human Rights Institute of South Africa

HRDs:

Human Rights Defenders

SAPS:

South African Police Service

Covid19:

Corona Virus

GBV&F:

Gender Based Violence & Femicide

NARCUP:

National Association of Retired Credit Union Persons
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The 1st Anniversary of the Human Rights Forum Action Plans.
The Human Rights Institute of South Africa convened the virtual Human Rights Forum (HRF) meeting on 29th October
2020 to commemorate the establishment of the forum since 10 October 2019. The objective of the webinar was to
reinforce collaborations with CSOs and citizens to amplify voices from the ground, strengthen democracy, human
rights, freedom of association, assembly and expression.

1. HURISA Founder- Judge Richard Goldstone, 2. Chairperson of HURISA Board of Directors-Dr Zonke Majodina.
3. Prof Somadoda Fikeni from UNISA, 4. Dr Marjorie Jobson National Director, Khulumani Support Group, & Former HURISA
Programmes Manager, 5. Venetia Govendor, Chairperson Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum & Former HURISA Board Member,
6. Ester Mtatyana Regional Director of SAMWU and 7. Corlett Letlojane HURISA Executive Director
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Introduction & Objectives
Corlett Letlojane HURISA Executive Director gave a brief introduction and objectives of the webinar. The convening of
the event coincides with many challenging and negatives situations surrounding the country. When the forum was
established in 2019, we had just completed a research on South Africa’s human rights landscape. The forum aimed to
review whether the human rights trajectory of the country was aligning with commitments safeguarded in the
Constitution, as well as ratified regional and international human rights treaties. Indeed, there has been major
shortcomings to the extent that we identified similar trends experienced during the apartheid era. Corruption being
on the main, is worryingly deep rooted in the society and institutions. Furthermore, living conditions of communities
particularly the historical marginalized is exacerbated by crime, poverty, unemployment and gender-based violence.
Collective advocacy led by community based organizations supported by diverse civil society organizations for
engagement with local municipalities remain key for changing situations in local communities. Henceforth, this year
we’ve had COVID-19, a terrible global crisis which exacerbated the pre-existing challenges in the country. This meeting
sought to reinforce collaborations for amplifying voices from the ground in promoting respect of the
human dignity and devising strategies for respect of voices from ground. The recognition was made of the presence
of HURISA Founder- Judge Richard Goldstone and Chairperson of HURISA Board of Directors – Dr. Zonke Majodina.
These also included highly respected figures in academia, Prof Somadoda Fikeni from UNISA, civil society, Dr. Marjorie
Jobson National Director of Khulumani Support Group & former HURISA Programmes Manager and
Venetia Govendor, Chairperson of Zimbabwe Solidarity Forum & former Member of HURISA Board of Directors and
unionists Ester Mtatyana Regional Director of SAMWU.
The webinar deliberated on the following themes:
1. Human Rights & Corruption
2. Law Enforcement & Impunity
3. Gender Based Violence & Femicide
4. Civic Space for CSO/HRDs functioning

Opening Welcome Address
The HURISA Board of Director Chairperson, Dr. Zonke Majodina welcomed attendees and noted the success of a
collaborative interventions in 2019 that resulted with a Human Rights Forum established and committed to raise
voices from local communities. Therefore, this anniversary serves as a reminder that the struggle against apartheid
was not just a struggle against racial oppression and political guarantees, but also a struggle for economic and social
rights as entrenched in the Constitution. However, 26 years after the birth of South Africa’s democracy poor social
service delivery, deteriorated public healthcare facilities, severe economic recession, unemployment,
disproportionate GBVF, police brutality and state capture which has impoverished South Africa. This virtual meeting
is a platform to reassess the human right landscape and acknowledge the HRF work in the short period of time.
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Key Note Address
Prof Somadoda Fikeni, from University of South Africa gave opening remarks on South Africa’s democratic
transition trajectory and the crisis he identified as the interregnum. The interregnum is when the old is taking too long
to die and the new is taking too long to be born. This described South Africa’s current situation. The struggle for a new
and transformed South Africa that was inaugurated in 1994 was grounded in the belief of justice, freedom and
democracy. The youth league and other sectors pushed for mass participation from all walks of life and this resulted
on a productive decade. However, today we have false dawn of democracy, inequality and lack of moral compass and
social economic dimensions existing within the country. He quoted, “each generation must discover its mission, fulfill
it or betray it in relative opacity”. Furthermore, in building a new South Africa:
 There’s a need mass participation such as the robust CSOs to be honest in confronting the social economic

dimensions and not descent into complacent citizenry.
 We need to learn, relearn new strategies, unlearn bad practices to address social justice to bring back the moral

values of Ubuntu.
 We should not let crisis such as sins of incumbency, lack of accountability, inequality, GBV&F, rampart corruption

on a graphic and industrial scale, high unemployment rate for the youth, incidence of xenophobic and homophobic
attacks, and economic crisis go to waste because innovative and awakening moments comes from crisis.
 We need capable youth to lead, build a new culture and moral compass because we are the blood and the vein that
holds the country together.

Transition from apartheid to human rights dispensation & democracy
DR Marjorie Jobson National Executive Director from Khulumani Support Group referenced “the voice of those who
are still on the other side of history” unpacked what the survivors of the apartheid regime are going through. These
are the survivors and families of the violence, torture, inhumane and degrading treatment Khulumani established in
1995. Members of the Khulumani could not engage with the interim constitution process known as the Truth &
Reconciliation Commission because the TRC only existed for 18 months. Khulumani engaged in documenting the
suffering and exposed the truth about the disappearances, assassinations, torture, human rights violation condoned
under the apartheid regime and how to identify the perpetrators. Henceforth, they also discovered that those victims
were not compensated and did not receive recognition from the government. There are over 300 000 miners from the
Eastern Cape Province who have not received their pension and provident fund. There’s also no assistance provided
to people with disabilities. Families of victims suffered in poverty, unable to access their basic rights with no truthrecovery processes rendered to them. The action plan to help victims and survivors of these atrocities is:
 To confront the wounds that derived from apartheid regime and strengthen capacity building to reclaim people’s







dignity and those of their families.
To provide a guiding framework of liberation and monitor the prosecution of cases that were handed to the NPA
since apartheid.
To strengthen the participatory democracy of those who were disempowered in the country due to great
disparities of wealth and influence. Furthermore, the political will to challenge the costing of the needy into
spaces of abandonment.
The State must protect citizens and promote human rights.
For Khulumani and CSOs to advocate the government to change the model of resettlements and need to employ
people in the area of residence and equip them with the acquired skills to keep them going.
Healing will come from creating a national heritage _NARCUP of the stories of the people that suffered internally
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organised by the mass domestic movements that is deeply harmed.

Disintegration of human rights and democratic dispensation to state capture corruption.
In her overview of disintegration from democracy to state capture, Venitia Govendor, former Member of
HURISA Board of Directors indicated that state capture has been in our society even before 1994, the last day of the
apartheid regime was the most corrupt. Venitia used to Head Human Rights Committee and worked with For Peace
Actions in the early 90s when violence had exacerbated in Gauteng and Kwazulu Natal Provinces. This where
monitoring of violence in communities was conducted by use of the pager. The pager was advertised in churches, in
communities by community-based organizations, and popularisation of For Peace Actions work which included
information dissemination and monitoring skills. Many people came through and benefited in monitoring what was
happening around them. There were joint collaborations but now there is demobilization. We lost the culture of
Ubuntu, notion of solidarity and the spirit of volunteerism. . What we failed to do post-apartheid as activists and CSOs
was to transform the institutions. The CSOs need:
 To create platforms and mechanisms for people at grassroots level and young activist to be able to express

themselves and claim their rights.
 To advocate and mobilize community based centres to strengthen the notion of solidarity, democracy, human

rights
and freedom of expression.
 To implement a spirit of volunteerism within our communities to strengthen the development of self-agencies.

State capture corruption advancements to COVID-19 corruption.
Ester Mtatyana, Regional Director of South African Municipal Workers Union gave an overview on South Africa’s state
capture corruption, that has degenerated incredibly during COVID-19 pandemic era. She categorized state capture as
a pandemic because it affects vulnerable groups and the government. Public fund meant to cater for PPEs, food
parcels etc. has been looted by gate keepers and the vulnerability of people in rural areas exacerbated because of lack
of information. Henceforth, there has not been transparency in the procurement, supply chain system
and community-based planning.
COVID-19 intensified the pre-existing inequalities amongst people due to the polarized political environment, maladministration and manipulated tender processes.
 The government needs to partner with companies to speed the research of COVID-19 drugs.
 There is a need to ensure that people in rural areas have access to information to enable them access services and

basic needs made available to them.
 There is a need of transparency in community-based planning to root out political interference and mal-

administration.
 CSOs and youth activists need to find ways to root out the state capture practices independently without fear and
prejudice.
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Voices from the Ground Facilitation & emerging issues

1. Kentse Badirwang - Gender Based Violence& Femicide, 2. Bafana Hlatshwayo - Human Rights &
Corruption, 3. Landiwe Mathibela - Law Enforcement & Impunity. 4 Rumbi Chidoori Civic Space for
CSO/HRDs functioning. 5. Summary & Way forward - Sibusiso Ndidi

Gender-Based Violence and Femicide.
Moderators: Ms. Kentse Badirwang Founder of Pelegi Movement Non-Profit Organisations based in North West
Province and Bandile Mdlalose working with sexual minorities in KNZ Province.
The disproportionate GBV & femicide is enabled by the prevalence of gender inequality, rooted patriarchal gender
norms and gender stereotypes:
 CSOs / HRDs should continue to advocate government to strengthen the criminal justice system in addressing all

impunity against women, children and LGBTI groups. Henceforth, stringent measures should in place for bail
applications by the perpetrators of heinous crimes.
 Protection orders should be for the purpose of protecting victims of GBV and preventing the pervasive of GBV&F.
 There’s a need for review of existing rehabilitation programs and innovate models for training personnel within the
law enforcement agencies and equipping healthcare sectors with capacity to deal with GBV&F cases
 The government should work with CSOs to provide adequate places of safety for the elderly, victims and survivors
of GBV. Furthermore, funding should be allocated for CSOs dealing with GBV&F to enable them support survivors
of violence such as Thuthuzela Care Centre.
 There’ a need to find innovative ways of addressing women’s unequal economic power and social position to
reduce
their vulnerability to gender-based violence.
 There’s a need to involve men and boys in efforts to end gender-based violence
 There’s a need to implement summit policies and simplify the GBV&F policy for effective handling of cases.
 There’ a need to provide support to post-traumatic stress disorder and survivors of GBV.
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Corruption
Moderator: Mr. Bafana Hlatshwayo working for Middelburg Environmental Justice Network, based in Mpumalanga
Province.
Corruption robs South Africa of basic services meant to improve the lived realities in poor communities of South
African.
How to stop the persistent culture of corruption?
 Trough advocating South Africa to implement a culture of speak-out without fear of reprisals and there should
be unity amongst the citizens.
 There’s a need for application of the rule of law across board and arrest of public servant’s suspects of human
rights violations, endorsed from parliament to serve as send a clear message for all.
 We should expose corruption and abuse of public funds in public and private sectors to sustain consistency,
transparency and accountability at all levels.

Law enforcement
Moderator Ms. Landiwe Mathibela working for South African National Congress, based in Mpumalanga Province.
How can we as CSOs / HRDs tackle the challenges of unaccountable law enforcement?
 We call upon the government to ensure that the law enforcement protects guaranteed rights to speech,

association and assembly. Furthermore, education programs should be designed for communities to engage in
peaceful protest without looting or causing malicious damage to properties.
 We need the government to allocate resources to police stations in rural areas to enable them conduct their work
effectively.
 The CSOs should continue using the constitution and bill of rights to strengthen democratic rights at local level.

Shrinking Civic Space
Moderator: Ms Rumbi Chidoori working for Foundation for Human Rights, based in Gauteng Province.
How can CSOs respond strategically to a shrinking civic space?


CSOs, HRDs and other stakeholders should resist the trend of shrinking civic space and take advantage of shifts in
civic space.
 Organizations should work collaboratively with each other and with other stakeholders to further strengthen the
case for an enabling environment for civil society.
 Making space for new voices and acknowledging the changes in our organizations context. There’s a need to hear
more from young people in the space.
 Renewal of commitment to the work, and return to civic values. The International Centre for Not-for-Profit Law,
the National Endowment for Democracy and The World Movement for Democracy have produced a set of seven
principles for the protection of civil society that are embedded in international law. The principles serve as
minimum requirements that CSOs need to ensure they function as independent development actors. The right to
entry (freedom of association)
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 The right to operate free from unwarranted state interference
 The right to free expression
 The right to communication and cooperation
 The right to freedom of peaceful assembly
 The right to seek and secure resources
 State duty to promote, protect, respect and fulfil

Adjust the framework of analysis to include:
 the decolonization aspect,
 the 4IRR- how can to make technology work for us?
 include gender considerations in all planning, participation in policy making and decision making processes
 Allocation of fair and adequate resources for Community Advice Centres should be at the Centre of public support

initiatives. These are critical stakeholders who provide human rights services within our communities yet there is no
support for them. Many of them have closed offices and are struggling to keep their door open due to lack of funding.

Closing Remarks
Judge Richard Goldstone, HURISA Founder highlighted in his closing remarks that the program was a continuation of
what was launched a year ago in October 2019 to mark the 25th Anniversary of the Human Rights Institute of South
Africa. As Prof Somadoda Fikeni mentioned the country is in an interregnum between apartheid and the conversions
of human rights and democracy. It was anticipated in our new democracy that everyone will be beneficiaries of the
wonderful new Constitution. The effect is that many people are living in poverty and inhuman conditions, they are
denied their basic human rights of dignity. Dignity is at the centre of our bill of rights. You can’t live in human dignity
if you don’t have food to eat, a roof over your head, safety and security for your family. The aim of this Human Rights
Forum is to allow the voices of these victims to be heard. We spoke about law enforcement; law enforcement is seen
as implementing laws that are broken not knowing that law enforcement is also there to protect our rights to protest
and freedom of speech. These are our rights and it’s the duty of the SAPS to ensure that ordinary women, men and
the young people are able to exercise their rights to freedom of speech and the rights to protest. The COVID-19
pandemic should not be used as a pretext to deprive our people of their rights. The scourge of corruption referred by
our speakers exacerbated the economic crisis. The CSOs can make a difference:
 Without civil society incriminated criminal law would not have been recognized at the extent of gender related

crimes that are perpetrated on women during conflicts. There were cases of rapes being recognized as genocide.
 Without civil society they would not have been a mass movement on “Black Lives Matter” due to police brutality in
United States of America. Many countries promote the “Black Lives Matter” branding and this has influenced
the call
for racial justice.
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The robust CSOs should continue creating a vibrant democratic culture and address the gaps between the
state and local communities. We as a country need to amplify our voices and be part of the change we want to
see because our voices matter!

Summary and Way Forward
Moderator: Sibusiso Ndidi from Eastern Cape Environmental Network, based in Eastern Cape Province.
HRF will spread its wings to increase capacity, awareness, monitoring, advocacy for improving appalling situations in
communities and amplifying voices from the ground to claim rights and accountability. The following themes were
identified as actions that will take the HRF to a high level in the course of promoting protection of human rights from
the grass roots. The drivers of change that will champion these identified themes are:
1

Kentse Badirwang - Gender Based Violence& Femicide, 2. Bafana Hlatshwayo - Human Rights
& Corruption, 3. Landiwe Mathibela - Law Enforcement & Impunity. 4 Sibusiso Ndidi - Civic
Space for CSO/HRDs functioning.
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